NOMINEES SELECTED FOR N A TIO N A L WHO'S W HO
As Clarence B. Randall once
said, “The leader must know,
must know that he knows, and
must make it abundantly clear to
those about him that he knows.”
As one underclassman comment
ed, “These words certainly refer
to the nineteen girls selected for
Who's Who."
The Who's Who to which she
refers is the annual University
and Collegiate Directory of Who’s
Who. They were nominated by
the assembled officers-of the Jun
ior Class in recognition of their
service to the community, al
though acceptable academic stand
ards were also necessary. The
nominees had to be approved by
the reviewing board of the Di
rectory.
All nineteen are seniors and
they and their activities follow:

Nominees include: i. to r., bottom—Jackie Moulin, Paula Barton,
Maryanne Kermis, Mary Keller. Middle—Sandy Tucci, Kathy Jerome,
Carol Sinnott, Camille Cardino. Top—JoAnne Buchholz, Dani Morsheimer, Mary Glor, Shirley Lord, Peggy Saks, Sue Mauri.

Paula Barton is an English con
centrator from Syracuse. This
year she is co-editor of the
Heights and Resident Council’s
Honor System chairman. She is
a member of Lambda Iota Tau
(the literary honor society). In

the past, she lists such activities
as treasurer of resident council,
treasurer of the International
Forum, chairman of the Senior
Farewell Dinner, and Junior rep
resentative to resident council.

folk singing group which enter
tains on many occasions and rep
resented Rosary Hill on a tele
vision program. Her specialty is
the piano and her hometown is
Kehmore.

JoAnn Buchholz served as the
chairman of the Cap and Gown
ceremony and of the M.U.D. pic
nic in her sophomore year.

Utica resident, Maria Costello
is an elementary education ma
jor. As a senior, she is a repre
sentative to resident council and
co-chairman of the curfew com
mittee. Previously; she served as
freshman class treasurer, captain
of the pep squad, staff member
of seminar retreats, and worked
as a committeeman on various
campus projects.

As a junior, she chaired two
booths for Carnival. For four
years, she has been a member of
C.C.D., serving as president last
year. Selected for Gamma Epsi
lon (the National Catholic College
and University Honor Society),
JoAnn has appeared on the
Dean’s List each semester she
has been on campus. She is an
elementary education concentra
tor from Cheektowaga.
Music major Camille Cardino
has been a member of the Glee
Club for which she served as Sec
retary-Treasurer in her Junior
year. She also chaired the Ram
sey Lewis concert for M.U.D. and
was a candidate for Junior Prom
queen. Camille is a member of a

Mary Glor, a Rochester resi
dent, is president of the senior
class and was vice-president of
her class last year. Active in the
Modern Foreign Language club,
the French major was vice-presi
dent of its French division. She
was also on the ad hoc committee
for Wick planning.

Kerensky to Speak
A t Canisius College
The Academic Lecture Com
mittee of Canisius College has
announced a lecture by Dr. Alex
ander Kerensky on November 7
in the Student Center Auditori
um. The former head of the
Provisional Government in WW1
Russia will first present a short
statement and then open the floor
to questioning.
Dr. Kerensky returned to the
United States from Europe early
in October and will come to Buf
falo after a lecture engagement
at Stanford.
Born in 1881, the leader of the
Social Revolutionary party suc
ceeded Prince Lvov as the pro
visional premier in July 1917.
Unrest was high in World War
I Russia: the country was sick
of war, there was disagreement
as to a feasible program of re
form.

As premier, Kerensky tried to
negotiate a general peace with
the Allies “without annexations
or indemnities.” He attempted to
restore disciplines in the discon
tented Russian armies and to
launch an offensive attack. Both
efforts were doomed to failure:
the Russian troops mutinied and
the Austrian and German armies
made further inroads on Russian
territory.
In an attempt to bring about
some reconciliation of the di
verse elements in the country,
Kerensky appointed several Men
shevik Socialists in his ministry.
He was unable, however, to con
trol the subversive activities of
the most radical group of Social
ists, the Bolsheviks, who were
led by Nikolai Lenin and Leon
Trotsky. This group campaigned
strongly for a dictatorship of the
workers, nationalization of all
factories and landed estates, and
an immediate cessation of the
war effort.
It is a frequent criticism of Dr.
(Cont’d on Pg. 8)

Mary DelPrince is the junior
NSA delegate this year. Last year,
she was corresponding secretary
of the Student Association. A his
tory and government major, Mary
has been active in such groups
as the Historical Society, Politi
cal Awareness Committee, and
Student-Faculty Committee. This
past summer, she was an intern
at the Constitutional Convention.
As a sophomore, Mary was chair
man of Freshman Orientation.
She hails from Buffalo.

Kathleen Jerome is a senior
representative to resident coun
cil. Coming from Oakland, N.J.,
she was a member of Seanys and
several campus committees.

U .B . Welcomes Martin Luther King;
Rev. Favors Withdrawal, Non-Violence
Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King
will speak at U.B. November 9.
The Nobel Prize-winning propo
nent of non-violence has been the
chief voice of Negro unrest, and
has recently spoken out against
the war in Viet Nam.
Born and raised in Atlanta,
Georgia; King earned a B.A. from
Morehouse College, a bachelor
of divinity degree from Crozer
Theological Seminary, and a Ph.D.
in systematic theology from Bos
ton University. His first ministry
was the Dexter Avenue Baptist
Church in Montgomery, scene of
his first major integration initia
tive, the Montgomery bus boycott
of 1955. The success of the boy
cott led to his founding in 1957
of the Southern Christian Leader
ship Conference, which he now
heads from its Atlanta headquar
ters.
The SCLC has become the lead
ing voice of the Southern Negro.
Its aims include “full citizenship
rights and total integration of
the Negro into American life,”
obtained through “non-violent di
rect mass action,” under a philos
ophy of the “basic tenets of the
Hebraic-Christian concept of satyagraha—truth force.” Among its
programs were the march from
Selma to Montgomery of March
25, 1965, and the Chicago open
housing campaign of 1966, which
signalled the extension of SCLC
concerns to the North. King said
of the Negro Revolution: “The
quest is for the Negro to get into
the stream of American life.” As
a result of this he has been beat
en, jailed, stabbed, and his home
bombed. King’s response to this
was: “A man who won’t die for
something is not fit to live.”
King makes his stand on both
economic and moral bases. In his
statement on the Chicago integra
tion compromise, King reaffirmed

his belief that “the only-ultimate
justification of non-violent con
flict is the achievement of a high
er integration of harmony.” This
position caused King to speak out
last spring against the war in
Viet Nam. He called upon all
those who disagree with Ameri
ca’s foreign policy in Southeast
Asia, and those proponents of
civil rights, to “combine” their
zeal and forces. Advising young
men to avoid service legally, by
declaring themselves conscien
tious objectors, King <has said:
“A nation that continues year
after year to spend more money
on military defense than on pro
grams of social uplift is approach
ing spiritual death.” He declared
that the “immorality of this war
lies in the tragic fact that no vital
American interest is in peril or
in jeopardy.”
Though he has been criticized
for combining the civil-rights
movement with peace efforts,
King maintains that “the war has
damaged the movement to aid
the disinherited people of our na
tion. It has diverted civil-rights
aims and fighting the slums.”
King has been given many
awards for his leadership in the
Montgomery movement. He holds
an Honorary L.L.D. from the Jew
ish Theological Seminary, and in
1964 received the Nobel Peace
Prize. Among his works are
Stride Toward Freedom (1958),
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Strength To Love (1964), Why We
Can't Wait (1964), and many mag
azine articles.

W ashington Rally
M arks Change To
A ctive War Resistance
WASHINGTON (CPS) — The
peace movement in this country
is not only attracting more peo
ple from all segments of society,
but* the emphasis is changing
from passive to active resistance
to the war and the draft.
This change of direction, evi
dent this last week in numerous
antiwar protests across the coun
try, was also reflected in the
speeches and actions of those at
tending the massive peace rally
between the Lincoln Memorial
and the Washington Monument
..Saturday.
Speakers at the rally who urged
active resistance to the American
military machine received an en
thusiastic response from the more
than 100,000 persons who come
here from all parts of the coun
try to show their approval of the
war in Vietnam.
Dave Dellinger, national chair
man of the National Mobilization
Committee to End the War in
Vietnam, the group which organ
ized the demonstration, said at
the rally, “This is the beginning
of a new day in the American
peace movement. We have now
become a movement of active
resistance.”
Yale University Chaplain Wil
liam S. Coffin, who has been a
leader in anti-draft movements,
indicated that the past week was
(Cont’d on Pg. 5)

Vice-president of the Student
Association, Mary Keller is chair
man of the Wick Board. Last
year, she was a junior senator
and chaired the Wick Center
Planning Committee. She was in
charge of resident guest weekend
during her second year. Mary is
a Rochester resident.
Maryanne Kermis is a chemis
try major from Rochester. This
year she is maintaining the posi
tions of vice-president of the Res
ident Association and president
of the American Chemical Socie
ty on campus. She sits on budget
ing and Wick boards in this ca
pacity. She was a junior repre
sentative to council last year.
Sandra Kozlowski was chairman
of M.U.D. last year and was se
lected as the weekend’s queen.
She was a cheerleader for three
years and also served as news
''editor for the Ascent. Sandy, an
elementary education concentra
tor from Buffalo, has participated
in many committees during her
four years.
Shirley Lord served as junior
class president last year and is
presently the Academic Director
of Wick Board. She is a member
of Pi Gamma Mu, the Sociology
Club, and Dean’s List. The
sociology major from Buffalo
was the junior d e l e g a t e to
N.F.C.C S. in her sophomore year.
English major, Susan Mauri
was editor of the Ascent for three
semesters. She also served as its
news and managing editor in .past
years. This year, the Buffalo resi
dent is the senior senator, hold
ing the office of president pro
tern of the freshman class. She
chaired the elections revision
committee and was a member of
SAF. Sue was a candidate for
M.U.D. queen last year.
■ Frances Lynn McBroom is
chairman of finances for M.U.D.
She served as secretary of the
Junior Class, treasurer of Third
Order and business manager for
student activities. The Logan,
Ohio resident is a business major
and has been active in the Busi
ness Interest Club.
Danielle Morsheimer, a Clar
ence resident, is presently the
NSA delegate from Rosary Hill.
Last year she was elected record
ing secretary of the Student As(Cont’d on Pg. 8)
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Irish Feis Is Planned;
Supports Summer Scholarship

Inadequate Financial Considerations
By MARYANNE CASEY '69

quaint himself with the Ameri
can culture and the technilogical
advancements of America.

Rosary Hill College is going
to have a “gathering of the clan
to enjoy various phases of Irish
culture”. The Irish Feis (pro
nounced fesh) will be held Sun
day, Nov. 5th, at 8:00 p.m. in
the Wick Social Room.

Five students from the Univer
sity. College at Dublin have stud
ied here in the Buffalo area col
leges and have returned to Ire
land and assumed positions in in
structing Literature and Science.
For the past eight years, three
students from three Buffalo col
leges—Canisius, D’Youville, and
Rosary Hill — have spent their
summers in study in Ireland. The
Irish Scholarship winners from
RHC are: Karen Brady, Rosemary
Enright, Maureen Connely, Mary
Margaret Lahiff, Ann Wolfe, Rosemay Tackbary, Marcia Prorok,
and Mary Thorne.

Lady Gregory’s play, Spreading
the News, will be presented by
the CYO members of St. Joseph’s
Parish and directed by Miss Ann
Wolfe, a former graduate of RHC
and former Irish Scholarship win
ner. Next, Brig. Gen. Frank
O’Donnel, I.R.A. will present the
“Padraic Pearce Oration at the
Grave of O’Donavan Dossa.” This
is said to be the shot that fired
the 1916 Irish Revolution for Indendence. There will also be two
Irish films. The first is an art
film, The Cradle of Genuis,
about the birth and life of the
famed Abbey Theater of Dublin
which was founded by William
Butler Yeats and Lady Gregory.
It will be narrated by Siobhan
McKenna, the first lady of the
Irish Theater, and will include
live interviews with Sean O’Casey
and Barry Fitzgerald. The second
film is a comedy. Tonight's the
Night is about the Irish people
and stars Barry Fitzgerald and
David Niven. The door prize is a
Kennedy Clan Wool Blanket.
Tickets are on sale at the Wick
Desk or may be purchased from
Mary Thorn ’68. Tickets are:
Adults, 2.00 and Students, 1.00.
The proceeds from the Feis will
be used for the Irish Scholarship.
The Irish Scholarship Fund,
Inc. was established eight years
ago by a group of people of Irish
descent interested in an exchange
of students between Ireland and
Americar The reason for sueh an
exchange is twofold. The Ameri
can student in Ireland could take
advantage of its historical, reli
gious, cultural backgrounds as
well as its background in litera
ture. Ireland is the home of ac
claimed theatrical personalities of
the Abbey Theater and it is also
the home of such men of Litera
ture as William Butler Yseats,
George B e r n a r d Shaw, Sean
O’Casey and many others. The
Irish student, in turn, can ac

m

mr. kuo's tour

Can you imagine the thrill and
excitement of an around-the*world
sabbatical that includes stops at
London, Paris,Tokyo, Jakarta, and
Cairo?
For Prof. James K.Y. Kuo, pro
fessor in the art concentrations,
his wife, Agnes, and their three
The scholarship covers the stu daughters, Anna, Nina, and Don
dent’s transportation from Buf na this was a real life experience
falo to Dublin and back and the during the past year, Aug., 1966
tuition. The student spends two to Aug., 1967, as they toured Eu
weeks at the University College rope, Asia, and Africa while visit
Dublin studying the literature, ing the leading art centers from
culture, and history of the Irish Tokyo to London.
people. He then has two weeks
Their itenerary included stops
to himself before he returns to at the National Museum in Tokyo;
study at the William Butler Yeats the Louvre, Atelier 17, and the
International School of Literature Guimet Museum in Paris; the
in Slogo, Ireland.
Egyptian Museum in Cario; Bar
celona’s recently opened Picasso
Museum; the British Museum and
Inside Student A rt Sale Royal College of Art and many
others.
On Sunday, November 5, The
Besides having the opportunity
Inside Sale of Art Works will to study and enjoy ancient and
begin in the exhibition area of modern art throughout the world,
Duns Scotus Hall. The sale con Prof. Kuo has met many interna
sists of paintings, prints, ceram tionally-known artists — Shoji
ics, and jewelry contributed by Hamado, Joan Miro, Bernard
Rosary Hill art students.
Leach, and Zoo Wouki.
Probably the most impressive
The proceeds of the sale are moments for Professor Kuo were
used to purchase equipment for spent viewing some of the world’s
the Art Department that other most treasured artifacts, such as
wise could not be purchased.
Japan’s Yomeion Gate, built dur
ing the Sixteenth century; the
The Inside Sale continues daily Dai Butsu, 42-foot-high bronze
until the 15th of November. R-is Buddha cast in 1252; the Kyoto
also continued by the running Rock Gardens; and the Fra An
sale in the bookstore where stu gelico frescoes in the Museum of
dent art works may be purchased San Marco.
throughout the year.
Prof. Kuo will share with the
public the experience of his most
It has been pointed out by memorable year when he will
many that this sale provides an show slides and lecture on his
excellent opportunity to obtain around-the-world sabbatical on
distinguished hand crafted gifts Nov. 14 at 7:30 p.m. in DS Room
34.
for the upcoming holidays.

stitution include the absence of
strong controls on state spending
and the removal of the refer
endum on the state debt by re
quiring the approval of bond is
sues by two successively-elected
legislatives.
The transferrai of the admin
istration and cost of local welfare
programs to the state is a prime
example of increasing the burden
and red-tape of a program for
no ostensible, worthy purpose.
The cost of welfare programs,
whieh are presently administered
effectively on local levels, will,
with the passage of the Constitu
tion, mushroom with greater in
convenience and cost both to the
welfare recipient and to the tax
payer.
, At the request of the governor,
the State Budget Department is
sued estimates of the cost impact
of the new Constitution. These es
timates indicated that the cost
would amount to about $23 billion
in a decade.
In view of these considerations,
it would seem that the repeal of
the Blaine Amendment could be
effected more _ agreeably and
without perennial repercussions
through the usual legal channels
of amendment.

The presentation of the pro
posed New York State Constitu^
tion in a single package denies
voters the opportunity to give
different answers on completely
different questions. It would be
most harmful if advocates of the
repeal of the Blaine Amendment
were to vote for approval of the
Constitution for that single issue
and without due consideration of
the other provisions.
In announcing his support of
the proposed charter, Gov. Rock
efeller stated that if it is ap
proved, he would work “diligent
ly” to effect amendments and
legislative action to modify “un
desirable features.” By the same
reasoning and similar legislative
techniques, would it not be pos
sible to eliminate the restrictions
of the Blaine Amendment?
Senate Majority Leader^ Earl
W. Brydges has already an
nounced that he has secured more
than enough votes on the Re
publican side alone to secure ini
tial passage of the proposal to
repeal the Blaine Amendment
when the 1968 Legislature con
venes.
Objections to the proposed Con
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Conference Discusses Opportunities Abroad
The Junior Board of the Buf
falo Council on World Affairs
will sponsor, “Youth Abroad,”
an International Opportunities
Conference, on Sunday, Nov. 12,
from 1 to 5 p.m. at Rockwell
Hall, 1300 Elmwood Ave*, State
University College. The public
is invited at no charge. At 1
p.m., Miss Lilly von Klemperer,
head of information and counsel
ing division of the Institute of
International Education, will ad
dress the entire audience. After
wards, those attending may meet

with representatives of partici
pating agencies, such as the
Peace Corps, Experiment in In
ternational L i v i n g , Operation
Crossroad, etc. for information on
working abroad, hosteling, social
service, study for credit and liv
ing with foreign families.
This conference, the first of its
type to be given in this area,
fills a real need for those-inter
ested in work, study and travel
opportunities abroad. Approxi
mately 30 agencies will be repre
sented.

-#

TUESDAY through SUNDAY

WEDNESDAY

lAfilmer

andThe Duftes

9

SATURDAY NIGHT

Ruby Andrews
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Editorials:

Letters to the Editor:

Assume Your Responsibilities
One is constantly being assailed by cries of student
apathy on campus, but perhaps a much more dangerous
tendency is political apathy. One professor last week asked
how many students in a class of thirty had given serious
thought to the question of the, eighteen-year-old vote. Five
answered in the affirmative.
This question is only one of many which affect every
student on this campus and which are largely ignored. We
have dedicated a large portion of this issue to a statement
on student rights; yet it is chiefly in a democracy that these
rights can exist. If in a college, supposedly the seat of in
tellectual concern, the students can be so unconcerned, what
can be expected of the population at large?
Election Day is Tuesday. How many eligible voters in
this school have not registered or, if bothering to do so,
have not investigated the issues? One senior we know de
cided not to register because “I know nothing of the candi
dates.” What a horrible approach to what should be one of
our happiest days: the time we become full-fledged citizens
and can for the first time elect our representatives!
There is a brand-new constitution for our state, an
immensely important document that will affect our liyes
much in the coming decades. How many voters will, in ig
norance or swayed by the most vocal partisans, pull the
lever which may decide the outcome.
The most widely alluded to incident showing the value
of every vote is the fact that Richard Nixon would have won
if one voter in every district had switched his allegiance.
Your intelligent vote is important. In any election, generally
sixty per cent of those eligible cast their ballots. We cannot
afford to take our liberty so complacently.
If you do not study the issues and candidates now, the
chances are you will never do so in the future. Think of the
opportunity you have to be a vital, working part of our
government and assume the reponsibilities that accompany
the rights which were won for us_ in the past.

R ed Tape.
Dear Editor:
Now that “Something Else”
Weekend has passed, it is very
easy for some of us to sit back
and tell how it should have been.
Before I comment on the criti
cisms and belated suggestions, 1
would first like to publicly thank
my entire committee and those
friends, students, faculty, and ad
ministrative officials who sup
ported this endeavor. I also want
to say that my committee was
never lâx in doing its jobs. They
never once let down during the
entire time and I am proud to
have known and worked with
each one of them. A simple thank
you seems so little to give these
girls, but I am sure they know
how deeply I feel and appreciate
all they did for the weekend’s
success.

Last spring when I knew that
I would be the then called ^ ‘Car
nival Weekend Chairman,” I read
the recommendations that were
made by the preceding Carnival
Re-evaluation Committee. The rec
ommendation was a very simple
one which stated revamp the enitre program. The Re-evaluation
Committee actually gave very few
suggestions for the weekend. So,
for the most part, we had very
little on which to. base our new
program. At that time, I asked
for suggestions for the weekend
and also for a new name or
theme and offered $5.00 to the
person who could submit a usa
ble suggestion. A grand total of
approximately fifteen names were
submitted of which possibly only
three were not put in my mail
box as a joke.-Only one practical
suggestion for the entire weekend
In case you thought the picture of Fatima Lake in the was given and it was used; that
last issue of the Ascent was for filling purposes, you were we offer student incentives for
sadly mistaken. The point of the caption and photograph selling the raffle books. I would
was to demonstrate a hideous visual disfigurement on what seriously like to know where all
students who have come up
is otherwise a beautiful campus. What is commonly re those
to me during the past week were
ferred to as “the swamp,” could, with just a little effort, be last spring when we were open
cleaned up and landscaped to provide a lovely study-and- to their suggestions?

In B rie f

...

solitude area . . .
It’s great that we can point to our Student-Administra
tion-Faculty group as an indication of the interworking of
all segments of college life. However, is this merely a figure
head group to demonstrate our liberal atmosphere? They
have not yet met this year and the previous year’s meeting
had no concrete or noteworthy results. There are so many
areas that can be discussed and investigated by this group
that it would be a tragedy if it became merely a status
symbol . . .
Speaking of assets not taken advantage of, the Inter
collegiate Council seems derelict in formulating the type of
inter-institutional programs that can be so advantageous to
all campuses involved. We feel Senate has an obligation to
take the lead, if necessary, to spearhead involvement in the
Western New York State area . . .
Since the Ascent has received no substantial opposition
to its advocation of an investigation of NSA, we feel it is
our duty to recommend withdrawal from this group for the
reasons previously outlined in this paper. Therefore, we have
elicited the support of two senators who will co-sponsor a
bill for this purpose. Your representatives on Senate are
there to reflect your thinking. If you agree with us in our
stand that NSA does not suitably represent the students of
this campus,, it is your duty to tell them . . .
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Besides program planning, and
names for our weekend, I also
asked for suggestions as to the
type of personality who would be
wanted for the concert. Since be
fore school started, I have stead
ily received criticism not only
from many ordinary students but
from student officials, for my
choice of Jack Jones. I am not de
fending my position; l am stating
fact. I believed them and my
faith was proven Sunday that Mr.
Jones was the best, ihe most cap
able performer offered and that
we would and should certainly
be proud of the type of show
presented. Our objective was to
present a well-rounded performer
and program. L-don’t think that
anyone who was at Kleinhans on
Sunday could honestly say we
didn’t achieve our objectives.
Lastly, wihout being disrespect
ful to anyone or any group, I
would like to-comment on the
lack of flexibility on this campus.
When a student is recommended
by Senate to head a major com
mittee and that recommendation
along with committee member
ship is approved by the adminis
tration, then the logical-conclu
sion one must draw is the student
and her committee has the full
faith and trust of both Senate
and the administration. If this is
derived, then the chairman must
be one that is considered to be
able to present a program with
which the college community will
be proud to be associated. Then
why must there be so much for
mality concerning publicity? After
going through all the formality
connected with the publicity of
the weekend, all the enthusiasm
I may have had beforehand left
me because of pure frustration.
Surely, if I was r e s p o n s i b 1 e
enough to be asked to chair the
committee which is one of spe
cial importance, then Senate, the
Wick Board, and administration

should have known that any pub
licity planned would have been
in good taste and could not be
damaging or defacing to the Wick
building. I- do hope that in the
future some sort of flexible agree
ment can be worked out. I do
realize and sympathize with these
groups when it comes to formu
lating and carrying out policies.
In the same light, I hope they
understand the frustration a com
mittee goes through when after
planning an entire program, they
only find out that policy hasn’t
been set for this “sort.of thing.”
If this committee was not a res
ponsible one, this “sort of thing”
never would have been planned,
therefore, is all this policy and
formality really necessary?
Sincerely,
Toni Pellegrino

It's Happening
November 1, 1967
play—Shakespeear’s “Winter
Tale.” Rosary Hill College
Players & Theater Arts Dept.
Daemen Little Theater,
8:30 p.m.
Repeat Perfomances
Nov. 2 (8:30), Nov. 3 (8:30)
film—Presentation of a Cali
fornia Film Maker.
Buffalo State Upton Aud.
8:15 p.m.
November 2, 1967
film—Dostoevsky’s “Crime et
Châtiment” (Crime and
Punishment). Rosary Ilill
College DunScolus 34
2:30 and 7:30

A dditional Actlaim
Dear Editor:
The recent mominations to
Who’s Who were supposedly
based on service to the college.
In view of those seniors who
were overlooked, I question this
premise. I am not contesting the elec
tion of most of the girls cited.
However, I’m afraid there are
some whose achievements and
contributions are of more value.
There are girls whose names
are conspicuously absent from
the list who deserve recognition
for their service.
One striking absence is that
of JoJo Seggio who has given
much of her time and Spirit to
this campus. What more forceful
acclamation c o u l d anyone re
ceive than to be elected Senior
Senator on a campus she had
been away from ali year?
, Moreover, an elected office is
not always^ indicative of service
rendered. There are some who
contribute valuable and construc
tive thought through the proper
channels and who do the neces
sary spade work without receiv
ing due recognition. Such a one,
I feel, is Kathy Sams.
There are others naturally who
deserve the gratitude of the
campus. They know who they
are and to them, as well as to
the Who’s Who nominees, I ex
tend my congratulations.
Sincerely,
A. Gadfly

Faces in the News:

November 3, 1967
music—Addis and Croful —
Folk Artists. Buffalo State Aud.
12 noon
November 4, 1967
music-—“Shakespeare in Opera
and Song.” SUNYAB Butler
Aud., Capon 8:30 p.m.
November 5, 1967
art—Art Concentration “Inside
Sale.” Rosary Hill College,
Dun Scolus Exhibition Area.
Continuous thru Nov. 15
music—Claudio Vasquez,
• pianist. Rosary Hill College
music faculty.
Daemen Recital Hall 8:30 p.m.
music—“Evening for New
Music with the Creative Asso
ciates.” Albrighl-Knox Art
Gaallery. 8:30 p.pi.
St. Patrick’s Scholarship
“Irish Feis.” Rosary Hill
College. Wick Social Room
7:00 p.m.
November 6, 1967
lecture—B. David Napier —
“Religion and the University”
SUNYAB Norton Conference
Theater. 8:30 p.m.
exhibit—31st Annual Western
New York Artists Exhibition.
Albright-Knox Art Gallery
Continuous thru Dec. 10
November 7, 1967
travel—Panel discussion and
slides (Vienna). Rosary Hill
College. Modern Language Club
3:30. Room 318
November 8, 1967
music—Department Recital
Rosary Hill College
Daemen Little Theater
8:00 p.m.
November 9, 1967
film—“In Search of Peace”—
Historical Society
Rosary Hill College D.S. 34
2:30 p.m.
lecture—Dr. Martin Luther
King. S.U.N.Y.A.B.
November 14, 1967
slide lecture—“Art in the East
and West.” Pro. James Kuo,
Rosary Hill College art faculty
Wick Social Room. 7:30 p.m.

William F. Buckley
By vSANDY FARRELL
In an accent alien to the New
York electorate, the young poli
tician of Irish-Catholic antece
dents demolishes his opponents.
But the accent is a drawl not a
Harvard clip because the man is
William F. Buckley.
Bill Buckley is the Yale-edu
cated son of a Texas oil million
aire. He now has a son of his
own and an extremely, attractive
wife. With these considerable as
sets, he has turned to politics.
But his cause is conservatism and
he has been somewhat less suc
cessful than the Massachusetts
clan. He ran third in the New
York mayoralty election and
prints the National Review at a
financial loss. Despite this, be
continues svith the magnetic
aplomb of the persecuted patri
cian.
He is afforded plenty of public
exposure through the syndication
of his conservative commentary,
“On the Right;” through a scin
tillating television debate, “the
F i r i n g Line;” and, finally,
through the National Review.
He utilizes these to asseverate
the ,morality of bombing North
Viet Nam, segregation, and cen
sorship and to ask equal rights
for Ronald Reagan and Father
DePauw. Recently, he announced
his candidacy for Yale’s Board
of Trustees in order to counter
the egalitarian admission policy
which discriminates against the
sons of alumni.
He discharges his polemic with
uncommon wit and literacy. He
has raised conservatism from the
stodgy mire of a middleclass per
secution complex and a fundamen
talist anti-intellectualism. He is
an erudite, energetic spokesman
for the right. With a few articu
late swipes of his red-inked pen
he smites his opponents, or with
eyes shut in agony he can sud
denly cut his adversary to shreds.
This intelligent repartee and
irresistible charm has caused
many liberals to capitulate to his
person, if not his ideology. Per
haps this is the reason both the
Brothers Kennedy have rejected
his offer of debate.
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Text of Joint Statement on Student Rights, Freedom
W a s h in g t o n

Following is the text of a “Joint State
ment on Rights and Freedoms of Stu
dents,” prepared by representatives of
five education organizations.
Academic institutions exist for the
transmission of knowledge, the pursuit of
truth, the development of students, and
the general well-being of society. Free in
quiry and free expression are indispens
able to the attainment of these goals. As
members of the academic community,
students should be encouraged to devel
op the capacity for critical judgment and
to engage in a sustained and independent
search for truth. Institutional procedures
for achieving these purposes may vary
from campus to campus, but the minimal
standards of academic freedom of stu
dents outlined below are essential to any
community of scholars.
Freedom to teach and freedom to
learn are inseparable facets of academic
freedom. The freedom to learn depends
upon appropriate opportunities and con
ditions in the classroom, on the campus,
and in the larger community. Students
should exercise their freedom with re
sponsibility.
The responsibility to secure and to re
spect general conditions conducive to the
freedom to learn is shared by all mem
bers of the academic community. Each
college and university has a duty to de
velop policies and procedures which pro
vide and safeguard this freedom. Such
policies and procedures should be de
veloped^ at each institution within the
framework of general standards and with
the broadest possible participation of the
members of the academic community.
The purpose of this statement is to enu
merate the essential provisions for stu
dent freedom to learn.

I. Freedom o f A ccess
The admissions policies of each col
lege and university are a matter of in
stitutional choice, provided that each col
lege and university makes clear the
characteristics and expectations of stu
dents which it considers relevant to suc
cess in the institution’s program.
While church-related institutions may
give admission preference to students of
their own persuasión, such a preference
should be clearly and publicly stated.
Under no circumstances should a stu
dent be barred from admission to a par
ticular institution on the basis of race.
Thus, within the limits of its facilities,
each college and university should be
open to all students who are qualified ac
cording to its admission standards. The
facilities and services of a college should
be open to all of its enrolled students,
and institutions should use their influence
to secure equal access for all students to
public facilities in the local community.

II. In the Classroom
The professor, in the classroom and in
conference, should encourage free dis
cussion, inquiry, and expression. Student
performance should be evaluated solely
on an academic basis, not on opinions or
conduct in matters unrelated to academic
standards.
A. Protection of Freedom of Expression.
Students should be free to take rea-.
soned exception to the data or views of
fered in any course of study and to re
serve judgment about matters of opinion,
but they are responsible for learning the
content of any course of study for which
they are enrolled.
B. Protection Against Improper
Academic Evaluation.
Students should have protection
through orderly procedures against prej
udiced or capricious academic evalua
tion. At the same time, they are responsi
ble for maintaining standards of academ
ic performance established for each
course in which they are enrolled.
C. Protection Against Improper
Disclosure.
Information about student views, be
liefs, and political associations which
professors acquire in the course of their
work as instructors, advisers, and coun
selors should be considered confidential.
Protection against improper disclosure is
a serious professional obligation. Judg
ments of ability and character may be
provided under appropriate circum

stances, normally with the knowledge or
consent of the student.

III. Student Records
Institutions should have a carefully
considered policy as to the information
which should be part of a student’s per
manent educational record and as to the
conditions of its disclosure. To minimize
the risk of improper disclosure, academ
ic and disciplinary records should be sep
arate, and the conditions of access to
each should be set forth in an explicit
policy statement.
Transcripts of academic records
should contain only information about
academic status. Information from disci
plinary or counseling files should not be
available to unauthorized persons on
campus, or to any person off campus
without the express consent of the stu
dent involved except under legal compul
sion or in cases where the safety of per
sons or property is involved. No records
should be kept which reflect the political
activities or beliefs of students.
Provision should also be made for pe
riodic routine destruction of noncurrent
disciplinary records. Administrative staff
and faculty members should respect con
fidential information about students
which they acquire in the course of their
work.

IV. Student Affairs
In student affairs, certain standards
must be maintained if the freedom of
students is to be preserved.
A. Freedom of Association.
Students bring to the campus a variety
of interests previously acquired and de
velop many new interests as members of
the academic community. They should
be free to organize and join associations
to promote their common interests.
1. The membership, policies, and ac
tions of a student organization usually
will be determined by vote of only those
persons who hold bona fide membership
in the college or university community.
2. Affiliation with an extramural orga
nization should not of itself disqualify a
student organization from institutional
recognition.
3. If campus advisers are required,
each organization should be free to
choose its own adviser, and institutional
recognition should not be withheld or
withdrawn solely because of the inability
of a student organization to secure an
adviser. Campus advisers may advise or
ganizations in the exercise of responsibil
ity, but they should not have the authori
ty to control the policy of such organiza
tions.
4. Student organizations may be re
quired to submit a statement of purpose,
criteria for membership, rules of proce
dures, and a current list of officers. They
should not be required to submit a mem
bership list as a condition of institutional
recognition.
5. Campus organizations, including
those affiliated with an extramural orga
nization, should be open to all students
without respect to race, creed, or nationail origin, except for religious qualifica
tions which may be required by orga
nizations whose aims are primarily sec
tarian.
B. Freedom of Inquiry and Expression.
1. Students and student organizations
should be free to examine and to discuss
all questions of interest to them, and to
express opinions publicly and privately.
They should always be free to support
causes by orderly means which do not
disrupt the regular and essential opera
tion of the institution. At the same time,
it should be made clear to the academic
and the larger community that in their
public, expressions or demonstrations sti>
dents or student organizations speak only
for themselves.
2. Students should be allowed to in
vite and to hear any person of their own
choosing. Those routine procedures re
quired by an institution before a guest
speaker is invited to appear on campus
should be designed only to insure that
there is orderly scheduling of facilities
and adequate preparation for the event,
and that the occasion is conducted in a
manner appropriate to an academic com
munity. The institutional control of cam
pus facilities should not be used as a de
vice of censorship. It should be made
clear to the academic and larger commu

nity that sponsorship of guest speakers
does not necessarily imply approval or
endorsement of the views expressed, ei
ther by the sponsoring group or the in
stitution.

opinions there expressed are not neces
sarily those of the college, university or
student body.

C. Student Participation in Institutional
Government.
As constituents of the academic com
munity, students should be free, indi
vidually and collectively, to express their
views on issues of institutional policy and
on matters of general interest to the stu
dent body. The student body should have
clearly defined means to participate in
the formulation and application of in
stitutional policy affecting academic and
student affairs. The role of the student
government and both its general and
specific responsibilities should be made
explicit, and the actions of the student
government within the areas of its juris
diction should be reviewed only through
orderly and prescribed procedures.

A. Exercise of Rights of Citizenship.
College and university students are
both citizens and members of the ac
ademic community. As citizens, students
should enjoy the same freedom of
speech, peaceful assembly, and right of
petition that other citizens enjoy and, as
members of the academic community,
they are subject to the obligations which
accrue to them by virtue of this member
ship. Faculty members and administra
tive officials should insure that institu
tional powers are not employed to inhibit
such intellectual and personal develop
ment of students as is often promoted by
their exercise of the rights of citizenship
both on and off campus.

D. Student Publications.
Student publications and the student
press are a valuable aid in establishing
and maintaining an atmosphere of free
and responsible discussion and of intel
lectual exploration on the campus. They
are a means of bringing student concerns
to the attention of the faculty and the in
stitutional authorities and of formulating
student opinion on various issues on the
campus and in the world at large.
Whenever possible, the student news
paper should be an independent corpora
tion financially and legally separate from
the university. Where financial and legal
autonomy is not possible, the institution,
as the publisher of student publications,
may have to bear the legal responsibility
for the contents of thè publications. In
the delegation of editorial responsibility
to students, the institution must provide
sufficient editorial freedom and financial
autonomy for the student publications to
maintain their integrity of purpose as ve
hicles for free inquiry and free expres
sion in an academic community.
Institutional authorities, in consulta
tion with students and faculty, have a re
sponsibility to provide written clarifica
tion of the role of the student publica
tions, the standards to be used in their
evaluation, and the limitations on exter
nal control of their operation. At the
same time, the editorial freedom of stu
dent editors and managers entails corol
lary responsibilities to be governed by
the canons of responsible journalism,
such as the avoidance of libel, indecency,
undocumented allegations, attacks on
personal integrity, and the techniques of
harassment and innuendo. As safeguards
for the editorial freedom of student pub
lications the following provisions are
necessary:
1. The student press should be free of
censorship and advance approval ? of
copy, and its editors and managers
should be free to develop their own edi
torial policies and news coverage.
2. Editors and managers of student
publications should be protected from ar
bitrary suspension and removal because
of student, faculty, administrative, or
public disapproval of editorial policy or
content. Only for proper and stated caus
es should editors and managers be sub
ject to removal and then by orderly and
prescribed procedures. The agency re
sponsible for the appointment of editors
and managers should be the agency re
sponsible for their removal.
3. AH university published and fi
nanced student publications should ex
plicitly state on the editorial page that the

THE AUTHORS
Members of the joint drafting com
mittee for the statement on student rights
were:
Phillip Monypenny, professor of politi
cal science, University of Illinois, chair
man; Harry D. Gideonse, chancellor.
New School for Social Research; Edward
Schwartz, national affairs "vice-president.
National Student Association; Peter H.
Armacost, president, Ottawa University,
and former program director. Associa
tion of American Colleges; Earle Clifford,
university dean of student affairs, Rutgers
University; Ann Bromley, associate dean
of students, Santa Fe (Fla.) Junior Col
lege; Robert Van Waes, associate secre
tary, American Association of University
Professors.

V. Off-Campus Freedom

B. Institutional Authority
And Civil Penalties.
Activities of students may upon occa
sion result in violation of law. In such
cases, institutional officials should be pre
pared to apprise students of sources of
legal counsel and may offer other assist
ance. Students who violate the law may
incur penalties prescribed by civil au
thorities, but institutional authority
should never be used merely to duplicate
the function of general laws. Only where
the institution’s interests as an academic
community are distinct and clearly in
volved should the special authority of the
institution be asserted.
The student who incidentally violates
institutional regulations in the course of
his off-campus activity, such as those re
lating to class attendance, should bfe sub
ject to no greater penalty than would
normally be imposed. Institutional action
should be independent of community
pressure.

VI. Discipline
In developing responsible student con
duct, disciplinary proceedings play a role
substantially secondary to example,
counseling, guidance, and admonition.
At the same time, educational institu
tions have a duty and the corollary disci
plinary powers to protect their educa
tional purpose through the setting of
standards of scholarship and conduct for
the students who attend them and
through the regulation of the use of in
stitutional facilities. In the exceptional
circumstances when the preferred means
fail to resolve problems of student con
duct, proper procedural safeguards
should be observed to protect the student
from the unfair imposition of serious
penalties.
The administration of discipline
should guarantee procedural fairness to
an accused student. Practices in discipli
nary cases may vary in formality with
the gravity of the offense and the sanc
tions which may be applied. They should
also take into account the presence or
absence of an honor code, and the de
gree to which the institutional officials
have direct acquaintance with student
life, in general, and with the involved
student and the circumstances of the case
in particular.
The jurisdictions of faculty or student
judicial bodies, the disciplinary responsibilties of institutional officials and the
regular disciplinary procedures, including
the student’s right to appeal a decision,
should be clearly formulated and com
municated in advance. Minor penalties
may be assessed informally under pre
scribed procedures.
In all situations, procedural fair play
requires that the student be informed of
the nature of the charges against him,
that he be given a fair opportunity to re
fute them, that the institution not be ar
bitrary in its actions, and that there be
provision for appeal of a decision. The
following are recommended as proper
safeguards in such proceedings when
there are no honor codes offering compa
rable guarantees.
A. Standards of ^Conduct
Expected of Students.
The institution has an obligation to
clarify those standards of behavior which
it considers essential to its educational
mission and its community life, These
general behavioral expectations and the
resultant specific regulations should rep
resent a reasonable regulation of student
conduct but the student should be as free

as possible from imposed limitations that
have no direct relevance to his educa
tion.
Offenses should be as clearly defined
as possible and interpreted in a manner
consistent with the aforementioned prin
ciples of relevancy and reasonableness.
Disciplinary proceedings should be in
stituted only for violations of standards
of conduct formulated with significant
student participation and published in
advance through such means as a student
handbook or a generally available body
of institutional regulations.
B. Investigation of Student Conduct,
1. Except under extreme emergency
circumstances, premises occupied by stu
dents' and the personal possessions of stu
dents should not be! searched unless
appropriate authorization has been ob
tained. For premises such as residence
halls controlled by the institution, an ap
propriate and responsible authority
should be designated to whom applica
tion should be made before a search is
conducted. The application should speci
fy the reasons for the search and the ob
jects or information sought. The student
should be present, if possible, during the
search. For premises not controlled by the
institution, the ordinary requirements for
lawful search should be followed.
2. Students detected or arrested in the
course of serious violations of institution
al regulations, or infractions of ordinary
law, should be informed of their rights.
No form of harassment should be used
by institutional representatives to coerce
admissions of guilt or information about
conduct of other suspected persons.
C. Status of Student
Pending Final Action.
Pending action on the charges, the sta
tus of a student should not be altered, or
his right to be present on the campus and
to attend classes suspended, except for
reasons relating to his physical or emo
tional safety and well-being, or for rea
sons relating to the safety and well-being
of students, faculty, or university proper
ty.
D. Hearing Committee Procedures.
When the misconduct may result in se
rious penalties and if the student ques
tions the fairness of disciplinary action
taken against him, he should be granted,
on request, the privilege of a hearing be
fore a regularly constituted hearing com
mittee. The following suggested hearing
committee procedures satisfy the require
ments of “procedural due process” in sit
uations requiring a high degree of for
mality:
1. The hearing committee should in
clude faculty members or students, or, if
regularly included or requested by the
accused, both faculty and student mem
bers. No member of the hearing commit
tee who is otherwise interested in the
particular case should sit in judgment
during the proceeding.
2. The student should be informed, in
writing, of the reasons for the proposed
disciplinary action with sufficient partic
ularity, and in sufficient time, to insure
opportunity to prepare for the hearing.
3. The student appearing before the
hearing committee should have the right
to be assisted in his defense by an advis
er of his choise.
4. The burden of proof should rest
upon the officials bringing the charge.
5. The ifiudent should be given an op
portunity to testify and to present evi
dence and witnesses. He should have an
opportunity to hear and question adverse
witnesses. In no case should the commit
tee consider statements against him un
less he has been advised of their content
and of the >names of those who made
them, and unless he has been given an
opportunity to rebut unfavorable infer
ences which might otherwise be drawn.
6. All matters upon which the deci
sion miay be based must be introduced
into evidence at the proceeding before
the hearing, committee. The decision
should be based solely upon such matter.
Improperly acquired evidence should not
be admitted.
7. In the absence of a transcript, there
should be both a digest and a verbatim
record, such as a tape recording, of the
hearing.
8. The decision of the hearing com
mittee should be final, subject only to the
student’s right of appeal to the president
or ultimately to the governing board of
the Institution.
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Health Services

soul sound rocks area,
dancing rages vary
By a Campus Teenybopper
“I’m a Soul Man,” the title of
a currently popular song, is per
tinent as a description of the
sound most prevalent in Western
New York. For the “soul sound”
has swept the area and replaced
the surfer sound as formulated
by such artists as the Beach Boys.
Have a mixer with “Wilmer and
the Dukes” (Buffalo and Roches
ter’s answer to the Four Tops)
and overwhelming attendance is
guaranteed.
What is the sound one hears
pouring out of record players,
college “joints” and radios? It is
an earthy tune, distinguishable by
a pulsating beat. Few young peo
ple can remain still once reached
by the beat. Usually a saxophone
adds to the unique sound.
It seems the sound is, to a great
extent, however, limited to this
area. The New York area (where
the skate and bounce originated)
emphasizes music as performed
by such groups as the Young
Rascals, Rolling Stones and-the
Beatles. The beat is generally
quicker and not so emphatic;
guitars and drums provide the
musical accompaniment.
Perhaps nothing is so indicative
of the spirit of youth today as its
choice in music. The soothing
orchestral tones of yesteryear
have been replaced by a restless
quality. The big bands of the

forties have vanished and most
of the college group go to a
“place” to dance, without any
real 'concern as to what group
will be providing the music.
Message songs are an impor
tant facet to the sound of the
sixties. “Society’s Child” dealt
with the racial problem, Sonny
and Cher’s latest is the story of a
divorced couple and their chil
dren, “Another Pleasant Valley
Sunday” (by the Monkees) told
the tale of conformity in the sub
urbs and there are only a few in
dications of a general trend.
The majority of tunes still deal,
nevertheless, with any variety of
ways of expressing love, either
lost or found. In many cases,
however, these have taken on
double or even explicit meanings,
causing a number of radio sta
tions to ban songs. The Stones,
“Let’s Spend the Night Together,”
and Mitch Ryder’s “Sock It to
Me, Baby,” are only two of the
many that have been so censured.
The type of dancing that has
prompted many an adult to query
“but who is she dancing with?”

Gnashing of Toofh

O ffers Facilities
a t M ary H all
A facility wli~d is relatively
unfamiliar to many of the stu
dents here at Rosary Hill is that
of the Health Service, which is
under the supervision of Sister
M. Leonarda. Transferred this
year from Lourdes Hall to Mary
Hall (18 Campus Dr.), the Health
Department has undergone con
siderable expansion in order to
give students complete 24-hour
coverage.
is most prevalent today. The oc the Shing-a-ling, Honky Broad
Sister Leonarda, a Buffalo na
casional slow song is played so way, or Bugaloo. The idea is once tive, received her B.A. degree
the boy who doesn’t dance (he’s anybody can do the dance, you from D’Youville College, and then
rare) can have a chance. Others aren’t “in” anymore and it is ne taught for several years at Stella
wise, the 6’ girl can enjoy danc cessary to introduce something Niagara. After this, she decided
ing with a 4’2” freshman.
more difficult and less easy to to go into nursing and completed
her training at Mt. St. Mary’s
handle.
Dancing styles remain popular 1 One complimentary thing that Hospital, in Niagara Falls, N. Y.
only for the briefest periods while must be subscribed to the current
She received her R.N. in 1945,
a new one is being dreamed up mode in music is its versatility.
by some bored fraternity brother. Trite though it may sound, it and was transferred to St. Fran
Once everyone has mastered the does contain something for every cis Hospital, in Peoria, 111. In
latest rage, it fades into oblivion one and aside from the serious 1947, she received the degree of
and is remembered fondly only few, the main objective is fun Certified Registered Nurse Anes
thetist (C.R.N.A.). From 1950 to
by couples who met while doing and relaxation.
1967, she was Anesthetist, Operat
ing Room Supervisor and Super
visor on the Surgical Floor at Mt.
St. Mary’s Hospital, in Nelsonville, Ohio. In September of this
year, she was transferred back to
Buffalo; to Rosary Hill College.
Assisting Sister Leonarda in the
Health Service Office is Mrs.
Sally Wischerath, R.N. Both con
incantation and wait. The door CRAZY! (happy, Moulin, you men sider it their privilege to pro
will open and you will behold tal cretin?)
vide health counseling to anyone
three luxurious skulls. The one
in need. Through their efforts, im
Who
thought
up
the
slap
happy
on the third shelf that’s smiling
ticket of Giggly Rath and Mr. mediate service is available at all
—that’s it.
Grimm? (courtesy of Mother times to all" students—resident
Halloween was a metaphysical Spiess, whose boy, Mike Dillon and commuter alike.
Sister Leonarda expressed her
,
disaster. Bean Bruss disappeared Spiess is running).
ideas in these words: “I feel that
in a cloud of steam after falling
I feel like Walter Winchell. all of our energy and activity
into a cauldron of zucchini soup
prepared for Resident Lunch #2. Let’s see. Oh yes, Angela, THETA should be directed and carried
On Monday, the Residents’ Choir PHI ALPHA IS LARGE ON SOR- out with definite emphasis on the
will gather in the cafeteria to ORAL POLYGAMY and all of promotion of good health and
sing “Requiem for Variety” over you torture young snails and with education of the students, and
a platter of boiled onion sand- any luck at all, Cahill's army will that it is our responsibility to
descend upon you and with one have an interpretative teaching
wiches^
fell swoop, ,erace the blot of hel- and consultive role in the area
Did anyone who attended the linistic mini cults from your tree of health and to be easily acces
SANE lecture (“The Positively less campus. Next week we will sible to all.”
Pursuasive Powers of Pure Plac pyblish Angela’s letter in which
Most students agree that with
idity”) at U.B. notice whether or she will refer to me as an imma the newly-expanded facilities and
not Dr. Spock has pointed ears ture neuter.
two full-time staff members, the
Until that time, young Nazis, Health Service has become more
and bangs?
JACKIE MOULIN DRIVES ME curb your appetites.
available and accessible to all.

Super Witch's Newsletter

It’s true, it’s true! Men simply
can’t resist a. girl who’s carrying
Mr. Brunskill’s skull. Last Mon
day, as I trotted along Delaware
Avenue imitating Virna Lisi
March
imitating H e r b e r t Spencer, a
(Cont’d from Pg. 1)
young male starlet trailed me for
just the beginning of resistance two blocks insisting that we had
activities. He noted that Justice gone to.. Grover Cleveland togeth
Department officials refused to er. Now a Mercy girl wouldn’t go
accept about 1,000 Selective Serv to Toledo, much less Grover
ice cards which • he and others Cleveland, with anybody and cer
had attempted to turn in Friday, tainly not with a man.
and said, “If the government will
Anyway, this skull and I be
not confront us in a dignified
came
quite attached to one anoth
way,- then the government must
bear the burden of responsibility er, and in its behalf, I would like
for a lot of other acts which are to dispell a few of the myths
going to take place all over the which have surrounded cow skulls
in general for centuries:
country.”
Perhaps the loudest applause
1. Cow skulls do not have loose
came when Lincoln Lynch, an
associate director of the Congress teeth. This archaeological charm
of Racial Equality, called on Ne er has three swinging cusps.
groes fighting in Vietnam to put
2. There are no bones in cows'
down their arms and come home. horns. — HA! I’ll just bet you’ve
“Our fight is not in Vietnam, but believed that to be true all your
in the streets of Washington. Our life. Cows’ horns have thin, tiny
fight is not in Vietnam, but in the bones which I call “skinny little
cotton fields of Mississippi.”
bones” in them.
Thousands of students at the
3. Cow skulls have no person
rally heard Linda Morse, head of
the Student Mobilization Com ality. This is a big lie. For one
mittee, encourage students to or who has passed into the valley
ganize student strikes and peace of the shadow, this character has
rallies on their campuses March class. The woman next to me on
19, the first anniversary of the the bus. sneered at its corroded
first student uprising in South eye socket and found her arm
impaled on a horn.
Vietnam.
If anyone would like to make
Miss Morse, who said students
from more than 600 colleges and the acquaintance of Mr. Brununiversities attended the rally, skill’s cow skull, beat your fists
received heavy applause when on his office door, wail an Arabic
she protested the use of college
campuses for government re
search in chemical warfare and
for other secret research spon
sored by the government. “We
want the government to keep its
creepy fingers off our campuses,”
she said. “A society which has
Imported Heather
turned universities into finding
Colors
new and better ways of killing is
perverted.”
GREY
There was one one incident at
ORANGE
the rally. Two members of the
American Nazi Party tried to dis
YELLOW
rupt the whole thing when they
CAMEL
ran onto the platform and
FAWN
knocked one of the speakers and
the microphone to the ground.
LT. BLUE
However, the speaker, Clyde
Jenkins, general secretary of the
British Trade Union, was quickly
on his feet again and continued
his speech while the two Nazis
were chased from the stage.
In addition to the speeches,
several peace songs were sung by
IB M ELMWOOD AVE.
entertainers, including folk sing
ers Peter, Paul, and Mary.

SHETLAND
SWEATERS

$13.95
peisenlvy

Àm^rat
5000 MAIN STREET
PHONE 716 —

•

BUFFALO (Amherst), N. Y. 14226

839-2202

AT EXIT 50

ALL QUALITY FEATURES
100 Rooms and Suites
Heated Swimming Pool
Year ’Round Air Conditioning
At Exit 50 West, N. Y. Thruway
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Democrat Urges Censure o f S D S ;
Would Deny Sponsoring Campuses Funds
WASHINGTON (CPS) — One
United States Congressman thinks
the Federal Government should
deny funds to any colege or uni
versity which permits Students
for a Democratic Society to have
an organized chapter on its cam
pus.
“SDS has been infiltrated by
the Communists, and therefore I
think all colleges throughout the
United States should ban SDS
from their campuses,” says Rep.
Joe Pool, (D-Tex.).
Pool, a member of the House
Committee on Un-American Ac
tivities (HUAC), said he is cur
rently investigating SDS, but he
has not decided if he will intro
duce legislation in Congress con
cerning the student organization.
However, he strongly believes
Congress should stop giving Fed
eral money to colleges which
have SDS chapters. “Why should
Congress furnish money to any
organization or institution that is
fostering disloyal and unpatriotic
aet against the United States?”
Pool asked. He said college ad
ministrations, by merely permit-ting SDS on their campuses, are
showing their approval and in a
small way promoting the goals
of the organization.
Sabotaging War Effort
Pool said he is opposed to SDS

because its members are “trying
to destroy our national security
by getting rid of-the draft—they
are sabotaging our war effort.
SDS members are “informing
our young people of both legal
and illegal ways to avoid the
draft,” the Congressman said.
“They may not be breaking the
law themselves because of the
First Amendment, but they are
getting other people to break the
law.”
Pool said any college which has
such activity on its campus should
not receive “the taxpayers’ mon
ey. We should not use tax funds
to pay for draft resistance.”
“I am sure the majority of the
members of Congress will be in
terested in stopping this SDS
group and ther attempts , to des
troy our security,” Pool added.
“I believe in freedom p i speech
and freedom of the press and all
the other principles in the First
Amendment,” Pool said. “But you
have to draw the line when an
organized group actually tries to
destroy the very strength of our
armed might, the draft.”
The Congressman said if SDS
members “are teaching people to
voilate the law and to engage in
ilegal acts, it is- not a violation

of the First Amendment to stop
them. They havt exceeded their
rights" to freedom of speech and
the press. These people are get
ting close to advocating the over
throw of the government when
they do this.”
Pool said young persons who
turned in their draft cards this
week should be prosecuted. He
also voiced strong disapproval
of the anti-war protest at the
Pentagon Oct. 21.
Although Pool is conducting
his own investigation of SDS, he
said he also has asked HUAC to
investigate ‘SDS and other organ
izations which are trying to stop
the draft/L He said he wants
HUAC to halve “a formal and
widespread 'investigation to see
if our internal security laws need
tightening.”
Pool said the acts of SDS mem
bers “would be treason if we
were in a declared War. The fact
that we are in an undeclared
war does not alter the situation
in my mind.”"
Asked if SDS is the only organ
ization colleges should ban from
their campuses, Pool said, “I don’t
think colleges should recognize
such organizations as the Ku Klux
Klan, the American Nazi Party,
or the Communist Party either.”

"But I don't understand why I can't eat in the dining room . . .
I don't have time to change!!!"

W illiam Hair F ashions
for

Junior Prom Coiffures

CHEESE and PEPPERONI SPECIAL
$.99 Delivered
Pizza and Subs by

DiROSE
—

free

12 ox. COLD POP WITH ORDER —

839-2262

Third NSA Withdrawal
Announced By Michigan
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (CPS)—
University of Michigan last week
because the third school in the
nation to withdraw from the Na
tional Student Association follow
ing last February’s report that
NSA covertly received funds from
the Central Intelligence Agency
over a 15-year-period.
Michigan’s Student Government
Council voted 7-3 in favor of
withdrawal, with no debate. SGC
had defeated an identical motion
three weeks earlier by a 6-5 mar
gin.
The vote to withdraw was ap
parently motivated by "the revela
tion of NSA’s links with the CIA
and by reports of severay Michi
gan delegates to the national con
vention that -NSA was an “lindemocratic, unrepresentative, elit
ist” body.
Brandeis University seceded
from NSA the day after its con
nections with the CIA were made
public in January of this year.
Michigan State University joined
NSA the same day. Amherst be
came the seconds this fall.

Opportunities Abroad
A summer in the Alps, Finland,
or any other European country
can be spent, profitably too, for
students who take advantage of
the American Student Informa
tion Service: This group has open
ings for vacationing, collegiates
who will labor as models, life
guards, chauffeurs, teachers, or
any of a multitude of jobs that
will pay up to four hundred dol
lars a monthTx

4441 HARLEM RD., SNYDER

FOR APPOINTMENT

g 3 9 ~

2 0 3 6

Press Workshops Held;
Area Staffs Confer

A Collegiate Press Workshop
In addition to securing jobs will be held on Saturday, Novem
for . thousands of students, the ber 4 at the State University Col
Service will arrange special dis lege at Buffalo. The event is
SGC President Bruce Kahn, a count tours throughout the coun sponsored by Sigma Delta Chi,
senior in Michigan’s literary col tries of the Old World. Repre a national professional journalism
lege, said, “I am extremely happy sentatives Tim Kirby was on cam fraternity. The Record, Buffalo
about this. NSA has done some pus the other day and mentioned State’s newspaper, will host the
really rotten things. To go to the that his summer spent in Europe event.
convention takes one ninth of our was a most valuable experience.
Representatives from many area
$18,000-a-year budget and, as far He is himself sponsoring a spe
as Tm concerned, it’s wasted mon cial group airline charter for newspapers including the Ascent,
those students who would desire the Spectrum, the Griffin, the In
ey.”
SGC’s Executive Vice President, a round trip rate leaving in June dex, and the Bona Venture will
Ruth Baumann, who voted against and returning the beginning of attend clinics in their respective
fields. These include reporting
withdrawal, said, “It’s really a September.
and rewrite, feature writing,
shame. It is not so much that
sports editing, editorial responsi
Michigan needs NSA. NSA needs
bility, and a faculty advisers’
Michigan. If we didn’t like NSA
meeting. In addition, there will
we should have stayed in and
Mr. Carroli Geiger
be a general session on makeup.
tried to change it.”
Music Supervisor of
Campus sentiment seemed to
The clinics will be conducted
Buffalo School System
be running strongly against NSA.
by experienced journalists from
After SGC rejected the motion
WILL ADDRESS
the Western New York area. Edi
to-Withdraw three weeks ago, un
tors and reporters from The Buf
known students painted the
MUSIC and
falo Evening News, Lockport Un
words “Withdraw from NSA” and
ion-Sun and Journal, and CourierEL.ED.
MAJORS
“NSA Stinks” on a blank wall
Express are among those who
surrounding a construction pro
have agreed to instruct the as
— Lourdes Lounge —
ject on campus.
sembled delegates from the twelve
Michigan’s students newspaper,
schools^
NOVEMBER 14
The Michigan Daily, had printed
two strongly worded editorials de
In conjunction with the Col
manding withdrawal.

legiate Press Workshop at Buf
falo State, the Quadrangle, U.B.’s
newest student newspaper will be
hosting an evening group of
speakers.
This program features a speak
er representing the American As
sociation of University Professors
who will talk on academic free
dom. In addition, a person who
Quadrangle editor, Bruce Marsh,
terms a well-known journalist
will speak on the role of the
newspaper in the University. The
evening activities will be held on
the SUNYAB campus in Norton
Union.
The Collegiate Press Service
(CPS) expects a difficult year for
the student press in terms of cen
sorship and administration con
trol. Many of the releases that
are sent to its members deal
with occurrence^ that have al
ready achieved nationwide ex
posure.
It is assumed that the confer
ences that will be held this weeknd will deal with these topics
and will provide guidelines for
the staff members attending.

*3riâh ^ e iâ
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 5
8:00 P.M.
in the

WICK
SOCIAL ROOM
SUPPORT THË IRISH
SCHOLARSHIP FUND

w
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Review
Joyce's Ulysses Progresses to Total "Y e s"
By MARY H. CARULLO '69

ft

*

«

*

*

- Non serviam is the attitude of
Stephen Dedalus, who becomes
a unifying factor in the novel
Ulysses. He refuses to act, remi
niscent of the"great procrastinator
Hamlet. James Joyce, the author
of Ulysses, attributes to Stephen
the intelligence which makes him
the symbol of the ‘mind’. Yet for
all the powers of his^ mentality,
Stephen d e t e s t s productivity.
Non serviam. He will not serve.
Leopold Bloom is the actual
protagonist. He parallels the
reek Wanderer” Ulysses in his
search for knowledge, in his hun
ger for experience. In ancestry,
he is Jewish; in nationality he is
Irish. Yet he has great difficulty
in being accepted as a loyal Irish
man. Bloom’s wife, Molly, is un
faithful to him; his father was a
suicide. The loss of his only son,
at age eleven days, completes
the picture of a lonely, isolated
man, Because of his sensitivity,
Bloom may be taken to be the
symbolic representation of the
soul. His wife Molly is a woman
attached to the world, “hung-up”
on sex, and unfaithful. She is a
symbol of the physical, the body.
The coalescence of these three
characters could give us one com
plete personality.

while Irishmen attending were
boisterous. His thoughts touched
on the suicide of his father. Dur
ing a business trip that day to
a newspaper office, Bloom sees
Dedalus, but they do not speak.
Bloom leaves the buildiftg, and
tells a friend of the funeral he
attended. He is told that a Mrs.
Purefoy is in the maternity hos
pital. Bloom, longing for the ful
fillment of a father-son relation
ship, becomes increasingly anxi
ous about her progress. At a pub,
he again notices Dedalus, but
neither of them speak.
After an argument at the pub,
Bloom realizes as he hears the
cuckoo-clock striking the hour
that he is being make a cuckold
of by his wife, while he has been
dreaming fantasies.
Bloom again runs into Stephen,
and is disturbed to see the com
pany that he keeps, for he is an
old friend of Stephen’s physical
father. He follows Stephen to a

brothel to protect him, since he
is obviously drunk. Bloom has
lurid visions of his wife; he sees
himslf as the perfect womanly
man giving birth; he sees him
self as a mayor. Stephen thinks
he sees his mother rising from
her grave. Bloom brings Stephen
home with him, unifying a fatherson relationship, a unity of soul
and mind. But Stephen refuses
to stay overnight, to attempt an
enduring action of unification:
this is a final Non serviam.
However, Stephen has accom
plished the ultimate unity of
Bloom and Molly. Bloom tells
Molly to make his breakfast for
him the next morning. She says
YES to a totality of things. Ulys
ses’ Telemachus, Stephen, return£ to the streets, seeking a
motivation to free his tortured
intellect: A less chaste Penelope,
Molly, thinks on while her Ulys
ses, Bloom, the Jewish Irish wan
derer of a Dublin day, sleeps a
sleep of peace at her side.

Mr. Címbalo works in laboratory.

Concentration Close-Up:

Psychology O ffers D iversity
By MARGARET SAKS '68
faculty consists of Mr. John SegThe Psychology Department, man, chairman of the depart
though small in membership, is ment, Mr. Richard S. Cimbalo,
large and diverse with regards both experimentally oriented psy
to interest and potentials. The chologists, who are presently com
pleting doctoral degrees.

Need for Extension Aides Increase

Over 60 years ago, the Catholic of the Volunteer program is now
Church Extension Society was es one of its main concerns.
tablished. At that time, the fi
At present, 200 volunteers are
nancial needs of the church in serving in 26 dioceses of the
The entire story takes place on the U. S. were extensive and U. S.—in slum areas, migrant
one, single June day in 1904. An missionary parishes and priests in camps and small towns. The 74
associate of Stephen makes men the fringe areas of the U. S. had mission locations include towns
tion of Dublin Bay glittering in little or no financial backing. In and cities in Iowa, Kansas, Mis
the morning sunlight, turning view of this situation, Francis C. souri, Colorado, New Mexico,
Stephen’s stream ' of conscious Kelley founded the Extension So Oklahoma, Texas, .Louisiana, Mis
ness to the deathbed of his moth ciety to solicit and distribute sissippi, Wyoming, Utah, Califor
er. She begged him to pray for funds for the building of chapels nia, Kentucky and Michigan.
Extension volunteers are en
her soul, but Stephen would not and the support of the home mis
gaged in assisting in the Newman
sions.
serve her dying wish.
Seven years ago the society Apostolate. In an article written
Later, as Stephen walks along began to fill a new demand, the for Commonweal, Father Richard
the beach, he sees the carcass of shortage of competent personnel Butler, O.P., the past president of
a dead dog rolling in the surf. in the fields of parish and com-, the Newman Chaplains, stated:
“The church must go where our
The “dogsbody” becomes a re munity work, campus work, teach
ing and nursing. In 1961 76 Ex Catholic students are in such
curring symbol of the physicaL
tension Volunteers were recruit overwhelming numbers . . . New
Bloom was ' preparing Molly’s ed, trained briefly and sent into man chaplains are overworked,
breakfast. As he read a letter four dioceses to meet the crisis. dissipating their talents and en
from his daughter Milly, he To date, more than 1400 EVs have ergies in far too many directions
thought of his dead son, Rudy. He worked to alleviate spiritual, so . . . the greatest need is for more
wondered if Milly would grow cial, physical and cultural depri lay involvement . . . on a full
up like her mother. Later, he at vation in more than 30 dioceses. " time, year-or more basis.”
tended the funeral of an old
Twenty-nine of this year’s vol
The Extension Society still
friend, and remained a respect1 helps financially needy dioceses unteers are- serving in hospitals
ful mourner at the graveside in the U. S., but the development and in visiting nurses’ programs

THE
HOLLING PRESS
INC.

in the Southwest and West where
nurses and technicians are un
available.
Four nurses are working with
an expanded home nursing pro
gram for the archdiocese of New
Orleans in the Bayou area,' visit
ing homes, alerting communities
to needs and helping co-ordinate
efforts to meet them, working
with youth groups and teaching
CCD. In Colorado’s San Luis Val
ley, volunteer nurses are helping
Spanish-speaking migrant famil
ies.
This year, for the first time,
parish nurses have been assigned
to the inner-city of Detroit—part
of a volunteer team effort to
help eliminate the evils of ghettoforced living.
Before beginning their year’s
service, the volunteers receive
six weeks of training in Chicago.
This training includes both field
and class work. Upon fcorfipletion
of the training, the volunteers
are provided with transportation
to their assignment. After finish
ing their year, volunteers are
given an additional month’s sal
ary, which is $50 per month. They
also have an option for a second
year of service.
Volunteers must be over 21
years of age and can be single
or married. Volunteers do not
have to be Catholics, but all must
have a desire to help others.

Historical Society
MOVIE and TEA
2:30-4:30
Thursday
November 9

Dr. Bartolo Spano, heading Psy
chological Services on campus,
renders a complementary clinical
perspective to the department.
The courses offered each semester
afford to the student a broad but
significant background in psychol
ogy with the option of entering
related fields or pursuing more
specific graduate work studies.
Former graduates are presently
in such fields as industry, coun
seling, and graduate school.
The Phychology , Department,
not exclusively academic, is sup
plemented by many functions co
ordinated through the Psychology
Club, with Mr. Segman acting as
moderator. The officers, with
Nancy Brown as President, and
members are programming re
lated activities to introduce new
areas of interest through lectures
and movies. Personal experience
is acquired via volunteer work in
psychiatrics at Meyer Memorial
Hospital.
A tutoring program has been
set UP within the department to
mutually benefit the psychology
students. The Rosary Hill Psychol
ogy Club is also attempting to
establish communications with the
Psychology Departments and
Clubs of area colleges, with the
hope that an exchange of ideas,
speakers, and programming will
open maximal opportunity to the
students.
Among the presently planned
functions are a lecture by Dr.
John Boitano, Associate Profes
sor of the Psychology Department
at Fairfield University,^ Oct. 25;
a prominent, psychiatric social
worker presenting ’ a talk - de
scribing his field to be delivered
late in November; an excursion
to the Eastern Psychological As
sociation Convention in Washing
ton in April to hear presentations
of the latest research in various
fields.

SOI WASHINGTON
BUFFALO, NEW YORK

Best wishes to faculty and student body
from
DISTRICT ATTORNEY
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Summer in the "Land o f Saints and Scholars
By MARY THORNE '68
Twas a crazy, wild, wonderful
summer we spent in “Ireland of
the Welcome,” as they call it, and
a more appropriate name I’ll
never find. It all began with a
letter applying for the St. Patrick
Scholarship, a dream that seemed
unbelievably far out of reach es
pecially for a Chemistry major,
who knew next to nothing about
William Butler Yeats and the
Irish people.
Three months late, however on
July 9th four of us, Peggy Hagerty, Mary Ann Crotty (D’Youville),
Tom McMahon (Canisius), and my
self, were winging our way to the
“Land of Saints and Scholars.”
The first of our many “misad
ventures” occurred at LaGuardia,
when one of us (I won’t say
who!) lost her plane tickets. St.
Patrick was good to us, however;
even though we missed our heli
copter ride to Kennedy, we made
it to Dublin in fine shape. (We
were a little groggy due to the
5 hour time change and a Tiny
bit of celebrating with a fine old
Irish gentleman — very happy to
be going home).
In Dublin we attended the Uni
versity College for two weeks,
during which time we took whirlw i n d courses in Irish history,
literature, and culture. In be
tween “studies,” we managed to
squeeze in parties (pub crawling)
with 80 other students from all
over the world. More important
than the “book learning” was the
“people learning,” considering
the many truly good friends we
made and the times we shared
together. Like the time a rather
rotund schoolteacher whom we’d
dubbed the Duchess got stuck in
tunnel grooves . . Or the time
we tried to jump on a doubledecker bus that refused to stop—
and missed . . . Or the three fel
lows who also roomed where we
were, whom we p e r i o d i c a l l y
shocked by appearing at break
fast in hair curlers . . . (Seniors:
when you are c r a m m i n g for
comps, think of these fellows —they take theirs during the Sep
tember after their senior year. So
guess how they spend their sum
mer?)

We- became the talk of UCD,
trying to plan the two-week inter
val between Dublin and Slije,
where ,we would study Yeats. Fin
ally, a motor trip around south
ern Ireland was decided upon. A
more beautiful country I’ve never
seen—L the Lake of Killamy, the
tiny fishing village Kirsala, where
the olq women still wear the traditionbal black coifs, the wild
Cliffs! of Maher and, Oh yes, a
medieval banquet at Knoppoque
whern you all wear huge napkins
and ¿at with your fingers. The
famous castle at the Rock of Castel wjas closed when we arrived
—but not to worry, we simply
scrambled over the thirty foot
sone wall and had our own pri
vate tour!^
Evjeryhere we went, the people
were) unbelievably, f r i e n d l y .
They’d always ask about Kennedy,
followed by some inquiry about
a long-lost relative in some tiny
town of Mississippi or Ohio. As
for politics — we could always
count-on two questions: “Why do
you Americans, who assert liber
ty and equality for all, have such
horrible race riots?” and “What
do y.ou think of Vietnam?” Many
hours of thought-provoking dis
cussion ensued.
Back to Dublin we returned and
soon afterward began the two
week course on William Butler
Yeats. Since most of the people
there were either Yeat’s scholars
or well on their way to becoming
one, we had to do a good bit of
studying. The relationship be
tween student and professor was
still very casual and personal,.
however, so we managed quite a
few good times.
A typical day went something
like this: alarm clock goes off
(usually late) — mad dash to town
for the 9:30 lecture — lunch at
the hostel after class (four course
meals for 70c) — a bike ride
maybe to a nearby beach or lake
to study a bit — a daily seminar
during which time active parti
cipation was expected and re
ceived — evenings at the Social
Center where frequently some of
the poets would read their works
-^ th e n to the professor’s hotel
for a few Guiness and a few hours
of riotous limericks and ballads—

//

finally the day ended with s.ome
tea and more talk by the ever
present peat fire with whomever
was lucky enough to bring us
home. ’Twas an endurance test
they told us and they were so
right! What with four hours of
sleep every night and weekends
of mountain-climbing, riding, and
swimming, we were all ready, at
least physically, to come home.

( m im

5271 MAIN STREET at UNION ROAD

Fresh Baked Pizza

If all this sounds like a dream
—-dt was, I’m beginning to think.
Yes; it seems really unbelievable,
looking back. All except the peoderful, real and human people
pie — they were the most won
derful, real and human people
I’ve ever met. When one finds
people like that, it’s hard to let
go — like leaving a part of you
behind. Not leaving, though!
Someday I’ll return of that, I’m
sure (right, Saint Patrick?)

Delivered From Our Hot
Mobile Ovens To Your Door

SUBMARINE SANDWICH
5 MIXED COLD CUTS WITH CHEESE,
LETTUCE, TOMATO AND DRESSING
MEATBALL SUB

K

e r e n s k y . . .

Kerensky that his vacillation, fail
ure to provide remedies for the
immediate national problems and
his unpopularity with both left
and right enabled Lenin to take
over his government.
Whether this criticism is jus
tifiable or not is debatable, but
on November 7, 1917, Lenin,
backed by a majority of Bolshe
viks, dissolved the Provisional
Government and seized the seat

DR. TREVOR WATT
w ill be seen in an interview with
Allen Drinnon
8:30 p.m.
tonight on WNED-TV (Channel 17)
Repeat telecast — November 5 at 6:00

Announce Events,
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DELIVERY HOURS
FROM 4:30 P.M.

Resident Guest Weekend is
November 10-12. Friday night
transportation will be provided
for the “Back to Campus Mixer”
sponsored by the Class of ’70.
The Sound of Wilmer and the
Dukes will be heard at the Chuck- )
wagon. Saturday evening a for
mal dinner will be held in the
Wick Center. An intercollegiate
hootenanny will be held in the
Social Room of the Wick on Sun
day. Student groups from Niagara,
Canisius, Bonaventure, D’You
ville and Rosary Hill will provide
the entertainment. Molly Anstead
is chairman of the weekend.

Rosary Hill College

M

............................................................................. 99c

W eekend Readied

° f

U

ITALIAN SAUSAGE SUB ............................................................... 99c
OR ANY OTHER COMBINATION - -----------------99c

Resident Guest

Best Wishes to
Faculty and Students

, PIZZA
/ A PATROL

Queen Candidates
Junior Weekend will commence
with the Ring Ceremony , in the
Social Room of the Wick. Follow
ing the ceremony there will be a
Reception in Lourdes Lounge for
the Juniors and their families and
friends. One Junior commented
on the new rings saying that she
found them to be more .feminine.
The Junior Prom Queen will be
announced Friday night, Novem
ber 3rd, at the Parkway Inn. The
candidates are Katherine Britton,
Judy Domagala, Helenmarie Penatzer, Bella Tato and Janine Trapini.
Saturday night the scene will
be the Church Hall of Saints’
Peter and Paul, Depew for the
“Electric Circus.” Chairman guar
antee that it will prove to be a
total, absolute Visual Bombard
ment. A Blues Band will provide
the entertainment. Also Sopho
more John Roth will entertain
with his guitar. The party will be
from nine to midnight. The Week
end will close with a Midnight
Folk Mass celebrated by Father
Robert Smyth.
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(Cont’d from Pg. 1)
of that government, the Winter
Palace. Kerensky was then forced
to flee the country and in 1940
settled in the United States.

ATTEND
SENATE and
RESIDENT COUNCIL
MEETINGS

Who’s Who con’t from pg. 1
sociation and was a senator the
year before. Active in cheerlead
ing, the chemistry major has
worked on various committees in
the past.
Jacquelyn Moulin, from Ken
more, was^ treasurer of S.A. in
her sophomore year and was a
representative to that group the
year before. An English concen
trator, Jackie was a cheerleader,
chairman of the Elections Com
mittee, co-chairman of the Jun
ior Prom and staff member of the
Heights.
Mary Ryan- is president of the
Resident Association. The Schuylerville resident was that group’s
recording secretary and represen
tative in previous years. Mary
served last year as president of
S.E.A.N.Y.S. Majoring in elemen
tary education, she chaired the
Honor System Evaluation commit
tee.
Margaret Saks hails from Allen
town, Penn. Peggy has represent
ed the school both^as junior and
senior delegate to N.S.A. and was
a member of S.A.F. A psychology
major-, she is presently vice-pres
ident of the Psychology Club. She
also was an executive officer of
the New York State region of
N.S.A. Student Association president,
Carol Sinnott served as sophomiore and junior class senators.
Chairing the Judiciary Board as
a junior, Carol was a member of
other committees and is a fre
quent contributor to the Heights.
She is majoring in English and
comes from Utica.
Sandra Tucci is editor of the
1968 Summit. Previously business
manager and managing editor of
the Ascent, Sandy also maintained
het position as treasurer of her
class the last two years. The art
major is a resident of Buffalo.
Sandy commented on behalf of
all the nominees, “I would like to
thank all those responsible for
nominating me to Who’s Who.
It is an honor I am truly proud of
and I hope I can live up to it in
all my future years and endeav
ors.”

